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Abstract
Background: For decades, scientists have attempted toprovide a sustainable development framework that
integrates goals of environmental protection andhumandevelopment. ThePlanetaryBoundaries concept
(PBc)—a framework to guide sustainable development—juxtaposes a ‘safe operating space forhumanity’
and ‘planetaryboundaries’, to achieve a goal that decades of researchhave yet tomeet.Wehere investigate
if PBc is sufficiently different toprevious sustainability concepts tohave the intended impact, andmaphow
future sustainability concept developmentsmightmake adifference.Design:Webuild a genealogy of the
research that is cited in and informsPBc.Weanalyze this genealogywith the support of two seminal and
anewconsumer-resourcemodels, that provide simple and analytically tractable analogies tohuman-
environment relationships. Thesemodels bring together environmental limits,minimumrequirements
for populations and relationships between resource-limited andwaste-limited environments.Results: PBc
is basedon coherent knowledge about sustainability that has been inplace in scientific andpolicy contexts
since the 1980s. PBc represents theultimate framingof limits to theuseof the environment, as limits not to
single resources, but toHolocene-likeEarth systemdynamics. Though seldomemphasized, the cruxof the
limits to sustainable environmental dynamics lies inwaste (mis-)management,which setswhereboundary
valuesmight be.Minimumrequirements for populations areunder-defined: it is thedistributionof
resources, opportunities andwaste that shapewhat is a safe space and forwhom.Discussion:We suggest
thatPBc isnotdifferentor innovative enough tobreak ‘Cassandra’s dilemma’ andensure scientific research
effectively guideshumanity towards sustainable development. For this, key issues of equalitymust be
addressed, un-sustainabilitymust be framed as a problemof today, rather thanprojected into the future,
and scientific foundationsof frameworks such asPBcmust be broadened anddiversified.

Introduction

Over the last decade, the Planetary Boundaries concept
(PBc) (Rockström et al 2009a, 2009b) has been highly
cited in academic contexts (Downing et al 2019); it has
been widely applied as a framework for sustainable
business and sustainability campaigning (e.g. https://
houdinisportswear.com/en-se/sustainability/planetary-
boundaries-assessment; https://weforum.org/agenda/
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*
‘The environment does not exist as a sphere separate from human

actions, ambitions, and needs, and attempts to defend it in isolation
from human concerns have given the very word ‘environment’ a
connotation of naivety in some political circles. The word ‘development’
has also been narrowed by some into a very limited focus, along the lines
of ‘what poor nations should do to become richer’, and thus again is
automatically dismissed by many in the international arena as being a
concern of specialists, of those involved in questions of ‘development
assistance’. Gro Brundtland (BrundtlandCommission 1987).
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2015/01/9-ways-to-pull-our-planet-back-from-the-
brink/;https://loreal.com/sharing-beauty-with-all-
living/assessing-the-footprint-of-our-products/a-new-
tool-to-assess-the-environmental-and-social-impact-of-
our-products); frequently raised in policy forums (Galaz
et al 2012)—and also sometimes strongly contested
(Montoya et al 2017, 2018, Rockström et al 2018). We
view the framing of ‘boundaries’ in PBc as a vital part of
the reason for the impact of the concept.

The limits (or boundaries) presented in the PBc
separate an environmental ‘danger zone’—where
thresholds to Earth system dynamics are likely to exist
—from a safe operating space (SOS) for humanity.
The SOS represents Holocene-like Earth system
dynamics, where Earth system processes continue to
function as they have over the past±12 thousand years
while human societies have developed and thrived to
become the dominant shapers of Earth system change
(Rockström et al 2009b, Steffen et al 2015). In bringing
together both Planetary Boundaries and a SOS for
humanity, the PBc brings to culmination centuries of
work on the dependencies of societies on their
environment, that has often been framed as a duality
of nature protection goals in contrast to human devel-
opment goals.

Greek mythology tells the story of a princess of Troy
—Cassandra—who was gifted with prophecy but cursed
that shewould not be believed. Though shewarnedof the
invasion and fall of Troy, she could not prevent it, and
mayhavebeenblamed for it. In a similarway, centuries of
research that carry a seemingly consistent message:
‘human impacts outpace the natural environment’s abil-
ity to support humanity’ have yet to yield necessary chan-
ges (Oreskes andConway2014).

The first intergovernmental ‘Biosphere Con-
ference’ held in Paris in 1968 marked a shift in inter-
national perspectives on development (Unesco
1968). Here, the word ‘Biosphere’ appeared on the
world stage and was anchored into everyday lan-
guage. Humans, including their social interactions,
were recognized as an integrated part of the bio-
sphere, and a key factor in modifying the biosphere.
The conference’s most marking output was the
recognition that environmental protection and
human development go hand in hand. This message
was repeated in the UnitedNations conference on the
Human Environment in Stockholm (UN 1972a, UN
1972b); and the Brundtland report (Brundtland
Commission 1987). Forty years on, the publication of
PBc indicates that the goals of these conferences are
still far off.

In this article, we ask if PBc has what is needed to
break Cassandra´s dilemma. We seek to identify how
PBc differs from existing sustainability frameworks
and research and what novel perspectives it brings.
With the aim of better informing the design and
implementation of future sustainable development
research, we here compile centuries of knowledge on
human impacts on their life support system. We

highlight path-dependencies of ideas that have
informed PBc and point to potential gaps that could be
explored in future concept developments.

Wefirst build a ‘genealogy’of the literature the Plane-
tary Boundaries article cites as foundations, i.e. literature
that is listed in ‘the three branches of scientific inquiry’
(Rockström et al 2009b) as well as the body of science
upon which these branches rest. We review the science
that informs the PBc to understand how the environ-
mental and human components of sustainable develop-
ment have been brought together, analyzing how the PBc
builds on and importantly distinguishes itself from two
centuries of research on the perceptions of the limited
capacity of the environment to support societies (since
Malthus 1798).

We support this analysiswith insights from two semi-
nal and a new consumer-resource models. Our purpose
in using these models is didactic. They are an illustration
of the overarching duality between conservation and pov-
erty alleviation perspectives. Furthermore, they highlight
interdependencies between aims of ‘conservation’ and
‘poverty alleviation’ and thus suggest a new perspective
from which to build future integrated social-ecological
sustainability concepts. Indeed, these models are part of
the basis of the research on which the PBc is built (e.g.
Lotka 1925) and they provide a caricatural yet analytically
tractable analogy to human-environment relationships.
In seminal consumer-resource models, limits are
typically framed in two ways (see box 1 for details): either
as themaximumpopulation size a resource base can sup-
port—often referred to as the carrying capacity (K )
(Verhulst 1845), or as theminimum amount of resources
consumers need to survive andproduce a next viable gen-
eration–often referred to as Tilman’s R* (Tilman 1982).
Thisminimumamount of resource captures a key comp-
onent of theMalthusian catastrophe (1798)which postu-
lates that ultimately humanpopulation sizewill be limited
by famine.

Box 1.Two seminal consumer-resourcemodels.

Logistic growth of the human population sensuVerhulst

Themathematician and demographer Verhulst (1845)was thefirst
to explicitlymodel the limits to human population size withwhat

he called the logistic curve:

= -  =
dC

dt
r C

C

K
C K1C max *⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

whereC is number of humans (population unit), rCmax ismax-

imumper capita birth rate (rate unit),C* ismaximumnumber of

humans that can be sustained (population unit), which is equal to
carrying capacityK (population unit). Themodel describes the

shift from apositive feedback of population size on itself at low

numbers towards a negative feedback of population size on itself

at high numbers.Whereas the positive feedback at lownumbers

leads to an initial exponential growth phase, the negative feedback

at high numbersmakes population size settle at carrying capacity.

Humanpopulation size constrained by resource scarcity sensu

Malthus

The strengthof the logistic growthmodel is that it provides the limita-

tions to population growth in itsmost condensed form.However,
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Table 1. Interpreting the PBc in terms of the RPCWmodel. For each boundarywefirst identify whether it primarily involves resource
scarcity (marked in blue) orwaste accumulation (marked in orange) and identify the critical resource orwaste involved.Moreover, we
identify whether the PB is defined in terms of a process or a state. Next we identify the fundamental imbalance that leads to crossing the
boundary and the resulting unsustainability in terms of the parameters and states of the RPCWmodel. Finally we express the solution for
not crossing the PB—and hence staying in the safe operating space—in terms of themodel parameters. For the PBs caused bywaste
accumulation this solution lies in reducing consumption (=decrease in lC) or improvingwaste treatment (=increase in lW). For the PBs
dealingwith resource scarcity inwater and topsoil this solution lies in reducing the rate at which producers extract resources from the
reserve (=decrease rP). The solution to PB9 dealingwith biodiversity is outside the scope of theRPCWmodel.

Box 1. (Continued.)
being aheuristicmodel, it provides little insight into themechanisms

throughwhich thenegative feedbackhappens. For thisweneed an

explicit consumer-resourcemodel (Tilman1982):

= - - 
dR

dt
r R l R r q CR res R C R C

= -
dC

dt
r C l CC C

with

=
+

r r
R

R H
.C C max

R

Thismodelhas twodynamicallymodeled state variables and sevenpara-

meters.R represents the available resources (resourceunit),C the

numberof consumers (populationunit);Rres the reserve fromwhich

resources aremadeavailable to consumers (resourceunit); rR thepro-
portional rate atwhich resources aremadeavailable to consumers

fromthe reserve (rateunit); lR thebackgroundrate atwhich the avail-
able resources are lostwithoutbeingconsumed (rateunit);qR→C the

conversion fromavailable resources to consumers (resourceunit/
populationunit); rCmax themaximumper capita birth rateof con-

sumers (rate unit);HR the resource availability atwhich the realized

per capita birth rate of consumers equalshalf of theirmaximumper

capitabirth rate (resourceunit) and lC theper capitamortality rateof

consumers (rateunit). The auxiliary variable rC represents the realized
per capita birth rate of consumers as functionof resource availability.

Box 1. (Continued.)
Themodel has two equilibria that we named a ‘pristineworld’

(PRW)—inwhich resource density ( *RPRW) is controlled by other
processes than consumption and consumers (CPRW

* ) cannot exist
or have not yet invaded the system:

=R
r

l
RR

R
resPRW

*

=C 0PRW
*

and a ‘resource limitedworld’ (RLW) inwhich the sustainable num-

ber of consumersC*
RLW is limitedby the resource availabilityR*RLW:

=
-

R
H l

r lRLW
R C

C max C
*

= = -


C K

r R l R

l qRLW
R res R

C R C

* *

Oneof themajoroutcomesof thismodel is thatwhen the consumer

populationhas reached itsmaximumsustainable size at carrying

capacityK=C*
RLW, the resource availability is reduced to a critical

lowvalueR*RLW that allows individual consumers toproduceoff-

spring at replacement level.Remarkably, thisminimal resource avail-

abilityR*RLW isnot dependent on the sizeof the resource reserveRres
fromwhich resources are extractedor the rate atwhich this happens

rR. Together, thesefindings seem to capture the essenceof the

Malthusian catastrophe (1798) that irrespectiveof any conceivable
advancement in agricultural production, consumerpopulation

growthwill always be able to catchupuntil the resources are again
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Whereas the seminal consumer-resource models of
box 1 capture the population dynamics of many organ-
isms, itsMalthusian assumption that scarcity in resources
directly translates into increased consumer mortality is
unrealistic in the context of contemporary societies.
Moreover, when we started applying the K–R* analysis to
each of the PBc’s nine Earth system processes, we noted
that at least six of the nine Planetary Boundaries relate to
processes ofwaste accumulation rather than resource lim-
itation (table 1). For these reasons, we interpreted the PBc
in terms of a new resource–producer–consumer–waste
(RPCW)model. Acknowledging that inmodern societies,
resource acquisition and limitation is driven by econom-
ics, we make a distinction between the production and
consumption of resources and move from expressing
consumers in terms of numbers into expressing them in
terms of the resource they possess (box 2). Moreover, the
new model captures the deleterious impacts of waste
accumulationonhumanconsumption.Weuse the analo-
gies with the seminal and the new consumer-resource
models to analyze the evolution of limits in the concepts
onwhich thePBc isbuilt.

Methods

Genealogy of literature
We first create a genealogy of the literature on
which the Planetary Boundaries is built by selecting the
work cited in Rockström et al (2009b) as the
three ‘branches of inquiry’. These branches of inquiry are:
(a) the scale of human action in relation to the capacity of
the Earth to sustain it; (b) understanding essential Earth
System processes and (c) framing of resilience (see
supplementary materials A, table SA1, available online at
stacks.iop.org/ERL/15/083002/mmedia). From these 22
direct references, we use a ‘snowball’ approach to identify
secondary sources. In each direct reference, we select the
sources to the core ideas being developed (figure 1). For
example, Bretherton (NASA Advisory Council 1986,
National Research Council 1988) cite Newton, Hutton,
Lyell and Darwin as the founders of the Earth system
science that is built upon. Similarly, Holling (1973) builds
on analyses of diversity and stability by May (1971),
Lewontin (1969) and MacArthur (1955) (inter alia). We
do not select all possible secondary references, but we
build a comprehensive library of 58 direct and secondary
references. Finally, we analyze the relationship between
these references, in a systematic ‘who-cites-who’ approach
(see table SA2). Unfortunately, not all older secondary

references were directly searchable. Also, we here empha-
size that the approach is not sufficient for a quantitative or
systematic analysis of the network of references, since the
referencing method and style of individual authors, types
of publications (journals, reports or books) are very
different and somewhat arbitrary (Borgman 2015).
Furthermore, some concepts and ideas are often not (or
mis-) attributed (e.g. the concepts of carrying capacity or
cybernetics for instance), and a search for references can
be murkied when an author name is common (e.g.
Thomas), confusable (e.g. E POdum, versus H TOdum)
or a commonverbornoun (e.g.MayandMarsh).

Consumer-resourcemodels
Here we present a new RPCWmodel that deals with the
shortcomings of the seminal consumer-resource models
(see box 1 for details on these models) to illustrate some
dynamical aspects of the Planetary Boundaries. The
model identifies four pools of resources of which three
are modeled dynamically. In the model resources (R) are
used by producers (P) to make goods for consumers (C)
who then turn these goods through usage intowaste (W).
For example, oil may be extracted from an underground
resource reserveRres and after refinery become part of the

Box 1. (Continued.)
depleted to the same level asbefore and starvationoncemore limits

offspring to replacement level.Wecangeneralize the advancement in

agricultural productiononwhichMalthus focused to any technologi-

cal innovation in society that increases its access to resources. Sensu

Tilman (1982), themodel canbe expanded to capture the competi-

tionbetween individual consumers, or groupsof consumers, thatdif-

fer in their ability to acquire resources, i.e. the topic of inequality.

Box 2.Anew resource–producer–consumer–wastemodel.

The aimof thenewly developed resource–producer–consumer-waste

(RPCW)model is to addwaste limitation to the resource limitation

that is key to the seminal consumer-resourcemodeldescribed in

box1.Moreover, instead ofmodeling thenumberof consumers,we

nowmodel the amountof resources theyhave in their possession

therebykeeping theunitof all state variables in themodel the same.

Finally,we acknowledge that inhuman society resources are not

takenupdirectly from the environment but rather acquired from

producerswho themselves obtain these resources fromthe environ-

ment.Weused the following color codes to link theRPCWmodel

with the ‘three branchesof scientific inquiry’underlying thePBc.

Terms that describe howproducers and consumers interactwith

theEarth systemaremarkedblue. Interactions amongproducers

and consumers aremarkedpurple and those terms in themodel

thatmake it nonlinear aremarkedorange:

Themodelhas threedynamics state variables andnine parameters.We

decidednot tomodel the resource reservedynamically, but rather

keep this state at a constant level to keep themodel simple and

avoid theneed tomakea distinctionbetween renewable andnon-

renewable resources. In themodelP is the pool of resourcesmade

available byproducers to consumers,C is thepool of resources

acquiredby consumers,W is thepool of resources turned intowaste

by consumers, is the realized rate atwhich consumers acquire

resources (rateunit), is the reserve fromwhichproducers extract

resources tomake themavailable to consumers, is the rate atwhich

producers extract resources fromthe reserve (rateunit), is the loss

rateofunsold extracted resources (rateunit), is themaximum

rate atwhich consumers acquire resources if theywerenot limited
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Box 2. (Continued.)

(rateunit), is the realized rate atwhichconsumers turnacquired

resources intowaste throughusage (rateunit), is the level of

resourcesofferedbyproducers to consumers atwhich the realized rate

of acquisitionof resourcesby consumers ishalf themaximumrateof

acquisition (resourceunit), is the level ofwaste experiencedby

consumers atwhich the realized rateof acquisitionof resourcesby

consumers ishalf themaximumrateof acquisition (resourceunit),
is the shapeparameterof thewaste limitation function for consumers

(unitless) and is the rate atwhichwaste is lost throughnatural

decayor activewaste treatment (rateunit).
TheRPCW-modelhas three sets of equilibria.Wenamed thefirst set a

‘pristineworld’ (PRW) inwhich there areonly resources andnocon-
sumers, the second set a ‘resource limitedworld’ (RLW) inwhich the
acquisitionof resourcesby consumer is limitedby resource scarcity,

and the third set a ‘waste limitedworld’ (WLW) inwhich the acquisi-
tionof resources by consumers is limitedbywaste accumulationas

follows:

We studied the impact of changing each of themodel parameters on

the values of the equilibria. These bifurcation analyses also show

how changing the parameters can induce switches between the

pristine, the resource limited and thewaste limitedworld and at

which critical parameter values this happens. (See supplementary

materials B is available online at stacks.iop.org/ERL/15/083002/

mmedia for detailed output of these analyses.)The table below
gives an overview of the general patterns that we found:

Box 2. (Continued.)

For each of the nine parameters of themodel we specify the impact

of changing that parameter on the equilibrium amount of

resource held by producers (P*), held by consumers (C*) and in
the waste compartment (W*) goes up (arrow upwards), stays
equal (=), goes down (arrow down), equals zero (0) or cannot
exist (NA) in the pristine world, the resource limited world and

the waste limited world. The font size of the parameters on

either side of the table shows whether we increased (e.g. from
) or decreased (e.g. from ) a given parameter to

move from the pristine through the resource limited to the

waste limited world.

Themain findings of this analysis can be summarized as follows.

With increasing the values of and with

decreasing the value of wemove

from the pristine world through the resource limited world

to the waste limited world.Within the resource limited world,

consumers can increase the amount of resources they possess

by increasing or by decreasing

with the other parameters having no effect.Within the waste

limited world, consumers can increase the amount of

resources they possess by increasing or by

decreasing lC or b with the other parameters having no effect.

Themainmessage is when technological development only

focusses onmaking resourcemore available (i.e. increasing
while decreasing )we necessarily end up in

the waste limited world, as seems indeed the case with six

of the nine Planetary Boundaries being caused by waste

accumulation (table 1). The best options to find a balance
between a resource limited and a waste limited world are

by technological advancement in the waste treatment rate

(i.e. increasing ) or reducing the realized consumption rate

(i.e. decreasing ).
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Figure 1.The genealogy of Planetary Boundaries science, references are placed according to year of publication. Couloured references represent those directly referenced in Rockström et al (2009b). In blue, the branch of inquiry
relating to Earth systemprocesses; in purple, the scale of human action in relation to the capacity of the Earth to sustain it; in orange, the framework of resilience; in green, the frameworks onwhich the PBc builds. In black are
secondary references, i.e. those that shape the science onwhich the PB is built. For clarity, we have removed lines representing citations between secondary references, and the secondary references that are citedmore than 10 times are
in red. For the full citation analysis, see table SA2.
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stocks held by producers P. From there it will enter the
stocks held by consumers C through retail and finally
be emitted to the atmosphere as waste W through
combustion. To keep the model as simple as possible we
defined each state variable in the same unit so that we can
leave out conversion factors between resources in the
reservoir, held by producers and consumers and in the
waste compartment. For theoil example thiswould imply
that all poolswould be expressed inmasses of carbon. For
details on theRPCWmodel seebox2.

Results

The scale of human action in relation to the capacity
of the Earth system to sustain it
An overarching thematic of this branch of inquiry lies in
the closed, finite nature of the Earth system (Bould-
ing 1966), and its resources (Costanza 1991), that builds
on von Bertalanffy’s (1960) work on steady-states and
systems theory (tables SA1 and SA2). Themain emphasis
of this branch of inquiry rests at sub-global levels, where
carrying capacities are understood as dynamic and
variable (Odum 1989, Arrow et al 1995), and where
diverse contexts matter as well as the heterogeneity of
distribution of resources and environmental impacts. In
this branch of inquiry, the burden of quantification and
balancing is on the economic system—as a tool for the
management of natural resources—and the environ-
ment is valued qualitatively (Costanza 1991, Arrow et al
1995). Ecological economics focuses on the rules for the
sustainable management of natural resources: non-
renewables should be exploited at a rate no higher than
the substitution of non-renewable to renewable
resources; renewable resources should not be extracted
at a rate higher than the rate at which they renew; and
technology should focus on making the use of resources
more effective, rather than on making their extraction
more effective. Most of the PBc’s Earth system processes
are addressed, not in the interest of determining their
limits, but to determine appropriate accounting for
impacts on these processes in the economic systems (e.g.
as intergenerational impacts; as costs to those who
benefit from making impacts). A strong thematic,
reinforced in the framework of the tolerable windows
approach, is the capacity for humancontrol of impacts to
the environment.

Understanding essential Earth systemprocesses
This branch of inquiry focused on understanding Earth
systemdynamicsfinds its rootsas earlyas the17thcentury,
inNewton, thenHutton, Lyell, andDarwin. Turner et al’s
book ‘The Earth as Transformed by Human Action’ (1990)
builds from Ashby’s ‘Reconciling Man with the Environ-
ment’ (1978), which in turn builds from Thomas et al’s
‘Man’s Role in Changing the Face of the Earth’ (1956),
which itself finds roots in Marsh’s ‘The Earth as Modified
byHumanAction’ (1874) (figure1, table SA2).

In this literature, the work of Clark and Munn
(1986) has the broadest roots, drawing from econom-
ics (e.g. Boulding 1966), resilience (e.g. Holling 1973),
and Earth system science to discuss not only sustain-
able levels of impacts, but also anthropological per-
spectives (e.g. contributions by Timmerman and
Thompson 1986), on human perceptions and concep-
tions of sustainability, and ethics. ‘Planet under Pres-
sure’ (Steffen et al 2004) follows on the approach and
work of Marsh (1874), Thomas et al (1956), Ashby
(1978), Turner et al (1990), Burton and Kates (1986),
Bretherton (NASA Advisory Council 1986, National
Research Council 1988) and Clark and Munn (1986).
Here the approach is to first understand and describe
Earth system dynamics, then how impacts of human-
ity influence Earth system dynamics and finally, to
address the critical questions regarding how Earth sys-
tem change influences humanwell-being.

Schellnhuber (1999), Schellnhuber and Kropp
(1998) take a slightly different approach, focusing on
the co-evolving feedbacks between social-ecological
systems and the potential breaking points of these
feedbacks—Nature and Humanity are more closely
integrated. This work builds on the concept of Gaia
(Lovelock and Giffin 1969, Lovelock and Margulis
1974) and the concept of cybernetics, self-regulation
and co-evolution. Geocybernetics (Schellnhuber and
Kropp 1998) follows the line of thought of Vernadsky
and de Chardin’s Noösphere (de Chardin 1955,
Vernadsky 1986, Levit 2000): where the self-regulating
processes expand and evolve, technology and geocy-
bernetics are the next steps of social-ecological co-
evolution. Despite these slight differences in perspec-
tives—where the first approach predominantly aims
to quantify processes and the cybernetics approach
tends towards understanding mechanisms and quali-
fying changes—the approaches do not contradict each
other. Their commonalities are crystallized in the
framing of the Anthropocene (Crutzen 2002), which
brings together the co-evolutionary, cybernetic visions
of the Biosfera (Vernadsky 1986), Noösphera (de
Chardin 1955), Gaia (Lovelock and Giffin 1969), and
Geocybernetics (Schellnhuber and Kropp 1998), with
the understanding of Earth system dynamics and
impacts of Human action thereon (e.g. Clark and
Munn 1986, NASA Advisory Council 1986, National
Research Council 1988, Turner et al 1990). The Earth
system branch of inquiry builds towards the global
level (see supplementary materials C, and as exempli-
fied in Schellnhuber 1999), where the branch of
inquiry on human impacts brings out differentiated
contexts. Clark and Dickson (2003) is not about Earth
system sciences, but rather about science and technol-
ogy as both are seen to ‘take as their point of departure a
widely shared view that the challenge of sustainable
development is the reconciliation of society’s development
goals with the planet’s environmental limits’. The
article is in large part a response to global policy events
and documents (such as the world summit on
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sustainable development in 2002, and United Nations
1992, 1987) that call formore research into sustainable
development.

Resilience
The resilience and complex systems framing branch of
inquiry has a central commonality on feedbacks and
systems thinking. Where the Earth system branch looks
at what the Earth system processes and elements are, the
resilience branch of inquiry investigates how they inter-
act (e.g. Kauffman 1993, Holland 1995, Gunderson and
Holling 2002). The first edition of Gaia (Lovelock and
Giffin 1969) assumed self-regulation and homeostasis.
In later editions however, Human action is framed as a
disruption to self-regulatory, homeostatic processes, and
the author thus calls to containing human activities
(Lovelock 1989, 1991). This contrasts with Schellnhu-
ber’s framing,where the expansionofhuman technology
and knowledge to respond to human-induced environ-
mental degradation is part of self-regulating processes.
Though this difference is subtle—resting on a normative
assessment of where limits between self-regulation
and deregulation might stand—it also reflects a differ-
ence in underlying assumptions. In the same vein as
theNoösphere, geocybernetics’ socio-environmental co-
evolution (Schellnhuber and Kropp 1998) assumes a
level of determinism and directionality to evolution that
is not present in the later versions of Gaia. Cybernetics
and feedback mechanisms are core to the branch of
inquiry of Resilience and to the PBc concept, but the
assumption of directionality and self-regulation for or
towards human well-being is not. In this way, PBc
also responds to the perspectives of the intergovernmen-
tal Biosphere conference, which cites limits to the
‘plasticity’ of ecosystems and risks of irreversible changes
(Unesco1968).

The branch of resilience builds on the adaptive cycle
(Holling 1986, Gunderson and Holling 2002), focusing
onwhy feedbacks are important for humanity: the risk of
catastrophic shifts and irreversible changes (Scheffer et al
2001, Biggs et al 2009), and how societies manage or can
be trapped in such dynamics (e.g. Walker et al 2004).
Holling’s seminal work (1973) permeates across bran-
ches of inquiry, specifically the focus on sudden changes
in systems, as opposed to gradual changes, and on the
notion of stability, as dynamic rather than static (MacAr-
thur 1955, Lewontin 1969, May 1971). Where the Earth
science and human impacts branches of inquiry pri-
marily describe impacts to the Earth system, the resi-
lience framing brings in the notion of limits, dynamic,
context and scale specific.

The three branches of inquiry, though distinct in
field and themes of focus, share much common
ground. All are rooted in the central work of Holling
(1973) and build a common school of thought.
Indeed,many of the authors in the genealogy, e.g. Hol-
ling, Odum, Boulding, Clark, Costanza, Schellnhuber
and Folke, to name but a few, are co-authors in each

other’s articles, co-editors of books and contribute
chapters in each other’s books. Of course, the geneal-
ogy is not comprehensive, and key scientists whose
broader corpus of work have shaped the thinking
behind PBc and its genealogy do not appear explicitly
here, such as for example Elton, Wilson, and Ehrlich
and Carpenter. This stems in part from the fact that in
some instances, the critical ideas are related to people
and their broad corpus rather than to specific
references.

Interpreting the PBc in terms of K andR*

Already most of the PBc’s nine (eleven if the subdivi-
sions in Biosphere Integrity and Biogeochemical Flows
are included) Earth system processes were addressed
in Meadow’s et al’s limits to growth (1972), and by the
Bretherton diagram in (1986), essentially all Earth
system processes defined in the PBc had been brought
to the fore.

In the genealogy, the early literature relating to
Earth system science centers on determining changes
in the Earth system’s carrying capacity (K ), with the
underlying assumption or corollary that this interferes
with humanity’s basic needs. These needs (R*) how-
ever are not specified beyond the need for sustain-
ability (Clark and Munn 1986). In much of this
literature, human requirements are basic physiological
needs: (clean) water and air, food. Steffen et al (2004)
incorporate a more systemic nature of needs, i.e. need
for a relatively stable and predictable environment,
which is core to the PBc’s definition of a SOS.
Throughout this literature, needs are seen as homo-
geneous, common to the whole of humanity, though
Steffen et al (2004) cite the heterogeneous distribution
of vulnerability.

The literature on the scale of human action is built
on three sublines of inquiry (Rockström et al 2009b,
see table SA1). Ecological economics (Costanza 1991)
and Biophysical constraints to the economic system
(Boulding 1966, Daly 1991, and Arrow et al 1995), are
sublines that look not at humanity but the social sub-
system of economics, and link it to ecology. The sum
of ecological economics is to align economic system
structure and function to the structure and function of
ecological systems, the focus is thus on the carrying
capacity aspect of the environment. Works of Odum
(1989) and Vitousek et al (1997) constitute the subline
of inquiry on human well-being. In Odum, well-being
relates to the Earth as a life support system: producing
food, recycling water, assimilating waste and purifica-
tion of air. Vitousek does not mention well-being, but
the Earth model used places human activities at the
top and forefront, and elements described are those
that are vital (carbon, nitrogen) or have become harm-
ful to life (harmful algal blooms). R* is only vaguely
addressed in this branch of inquiry and is common
to the whole of humanity, it does not address
issues of distribution and equality that are key to
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consumer-resource models (box 1). The works of
Odum (1989) and Costanza (1991) lead to concepts of
Ecosystem Services (Daily 1997), Natural Capital
(Jansson et al 1994), and Ecological Footprints (Wack-
ernagel and Rees 1998). Although these concepts are
products of a similar body of research, the PBc dis-
tances itself from their approaches by removing the
notion of values (ecosystem services and natural capi-
tal), and independent individual limits (footprints).

Resilience thinking in this genealogy has its origins
in environmental sciences, but aims to integrate social
and ecological processes and understands thresholds
in both human and environmental systems. Thresh-
olds in the social system encompass more than basic
physiological needs, they can be thresholds in eco-
nomic or political processes. In such integrated sys-
tems, where resilience is specified as ‘resilience of what,
to what?‘ (Carpenter et al 2001b), carrying capacities
(K ) and minimum resource requirements (R*) are
highly contextual but are framed as more systemic
limits to ‘basins of attraction’ (Gunderson and
Holling 2002), found where resilience reaches zero.
The PBc builds heavily on this body of research: the
SOS of Holocene-like Earth system dynamics repre-
sents a social-ecological basin of attraction. The resi-
lience of this SOS is being eroded along multiple axes
of environmental degradation—the PBc’s eleven
Earth system processes, most of which are ‘slow vari-
ables’—that act to change the overall size/resilience of
the basin of attraction. The selection of these processes
comes from Earth system sciences and represent
(human impacted) Earth system processes. Social sys-
tem processes are not included in those that might
erode the resilience of the SOS.

Interpreting the PBc in terms of resource scarcity
versuswaste accumulation
Four of the PBc’s Earth system processes are resource
depletion problems, and the remaining seven arewaste
accumulation problems (see table 1). For instance, the
planetary rate of anthropogenic carbon dioxide emis-
sions exceeds the biosphere’s ability to sequestrate it
(Hansen et al 2008, Anderies et al 2013) while aquatic
ecosystems are receiving higher loads of nitrogen and
phosphorus than they can absorb (Chang et al 2019).

In the genealogy outlined here, waste accumula-
tion is first described as a geological process (Marsh
1874, Vernadsky 1986), not as a human impact on the
Earth system threatening humanity’s own existence.
However, Carson’s ‘Silent spring’ (Carson 1962)
brings attention and interest in the problem of chemi-
cal pollution—her work is cited 13 times in this gen-
ealogy alone (see table SA2)—is understood as a
critical issue for the environment and people (Unesco
1968) and is seen as a turning point in the sustainable
development policy world (Creech 2012). Waste accu-
mulation—or pollution—as a systemic and global
problem appears in Boulding (1966): ‘Oddly enough, it

seems to be in pollution rather than in exhaustion that
the problem is first becoming salient. Los Angeles has run
out of air, Lake Erie has become a cesspool, the oceans are
getting full of lead and DDT, and the atmosphere may
become man’s major problem in another generation, at
the rate at which we are filling it up with gunk. It is, of
course, true that at least on amicroscale, things have been
worse at times in the past. The cities of today, with all
their foul air and polluted waterways, are probably not as
bad as the filthy cities of the pretechnical age. Never-
theless, that fouling of the nest which has been typical of
man’s activity in the past on a local scale now seems to be
extending to the whole world society; and one certainly
cannot viewwith equanimity the present rate of pollution
of any of the natural reservoirs, whether the atmosphere,
the lakes, or even the oceans’. Boulding blames pollu-
tion on a flaw in the economic system that could be
regulated through taxes.

What characterises pollution or waste is not the
same across references however. Lovelock (1979)
frames waste as a necessary system dynamic through-
put. A ban or tax on pollution would therefore be
against natural order, but Lovelock blames a lack of
sensibility for not ‘putting industrial waste to good use’.
In Hardin (1963)’s understanding of cybernetic feed-
backs, he addresses only natural waste, and calls for
both its qualification and quantification. Limits to
growth (Meadows et al 1972, 2004) call to not produce
those substances that cannot be processed by the bio-
sphere, reducing emissions rates of other substances,
and re-usingmaterials. The PBc thus builds on the sci-
ence underlying systemic impacts of waste accumula-
tion, and selects the chemical pollution as boundary
category (Rockström et al 2009b—now labeled ‘Novel
entities’ in Steffen et al 2015), representing both nat-
ural and synthetic matters. However, the PBc does not
build on Boulding (1966) or Lovelock’s (1979) per-
spectives to understand the social processes (e.g. taxa-
tion/economic system, incentives, ‘sensibilities’) that
underlie excess, synthetic and/or toxic wastes, per-
haps explaining why the ‘chemical pollution/novel
entities’ category remains different to other PBc waste
accumulation processes.

Discussion

The inquiries
Holling sowed the seed of the Planetary Boundaries
concept in 1973, as his work influences all the branches
of inquiry. The Earth systems understanding behind
the Planetary Boundaries was in place already in
1986: The Bretherton diagram (NASA Advisory
Council 1986, National Research Council 1988)
brought together all Earth system processes, Clark and
Munn (1986) compiled essential impacts of humanity
and questions relating to the needs for humanity. This
work built on Spaceship Earth (Boulding 1966), that
framed the ultimate global limit of the single Earth
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system and repercussions for economic systems.
Burton and Kates’ (1986) work ‘The Great Climac-
teric, 1798–2048: the Transition to a Just and Sustain-
able Human Environment’ also provided inspiration
to the titles of modern day sustainability concepts
(Rockström et al 2009b, Raworth 2012, 2017). The
1968 Biosphere conference already brought to light
the risk of irreversible changes that would threaten the
welfare of present and future generations (Unesco
1968). Since 1986, the cited science has provided
consolidation and framing. Crutzen (2002) for
instance put the Earth system science and social
impacts work together in his framing of the Anthro-
pocene, which in turn justifies the safe space of the
concept as the Holocene. The resilience work, from
Scheffer et al (2001) to Biggs et al (2009) outlines the
possible scenarios of overshooting boundaries, and
the efforts necessary to stay within them. Much of the
knowledge behind this work was already explicit in
Sustainable development of the Biosphere (Clark and
Munn 1986), where Holling first presented the adap-
tive cycle delineating the system dynamic phases of
collapse and reorganization (Holling 1986).

Relative or absolute limits?
We have described more than two centuries’ worth of
research aiming to constrain human activities within
environmental limits, culminating in the PBc. Science
has made great progress in understanding the scale,
extent and consequences of unsustainable development.
Nonetheless, continued increases in humanity’s negative
impacts on nature—its life support system—justifies
repeating and expanding the science. We now discuss
some of the ways in which the different environmental
limits have been relativized in practice, in a way which
perhaps undermines the warnings that emerge from
scientific research, and justifies ever more research to
demonstrate that human impacts on the natural
environment are deleterious tohumanwell-being.

In ecological economics, the environment is often
framed as natural capital. Under this framing, the
extraction limit of non-renewable resources is set as
the rate at which renewable substitutes are being cre-
ated (Jansson et al 1994). This implies that the real
limit is not the non-renewable stock, but the creation
of renewable substitutes, which is a technological
issue. According to Moore’s law, the observation that
computers double in power every two years, technolo-
gical advances knowno limits (Moore 2006).

Limits to the extraction of renewable resources are
often quoted as set by the regeneration rate of resour-
ces and assimilation rate of waste (Jansson et al 1994).
However, such ‘maximum sustainable’ rates are not a
constant, but a dynamic, system property (May 1971,
Odum 1989, Arrow et al 1995). Also, there is a ten-
dency to overshoot such limits (Odum1989), which in
itself has consequences on the future dynamics of
the resource in question and its broader system

(Carpenter et al 2001b, 2008), and thus its maximum
sustainable limit of extraction (Holling 1973, Clark
andMunn 1986).

Furthermore, when systems reorganize and
restructure in response to resource stock collapses,
baselines against which we measure the desired ecosys-
tem dynamics or novel ecosystem services used also
shift. For example, leading to the mid 1980s, Lake Vic-
toria saw the rapid extinction of hundreds of native fish
species and the upsurge of introduced Nile perch. The
food web of Lake Victoria’s ecosystem has adapted to
the absences and presences of species, and lakeshore
societies have transformed to social-economic systems
that depend largely on Nile perch and the new food
web.Management is nowdesigned tomanagefishing to
the sustainable limits of the introduced species, not to
recover previous species (Downing et al 2014).
This example illustrates that the parallelR*, the needs of
the population—or the ecosystem and resources we
aim tomaintain—can also shift (Mooij et al2019).

The relativizations described above have perhaps
in part shaped the scientific enquiry in a ‘Red Queen’s
Race’, where for each limit overshot, shifted or relati-
vized, a new context for which to make the limit abso-
lute has been sought. Perhaps in part also, the scientific
method has shaped this line of inquiry by rejecting the
null-hypothesis: first seeking the contexts in which a
certain limit does not apply, then seeking the limits to
new and yet unbound contexts.

The apparent contradiction between relative—and
therefore potentially extendable—limits at sub-global
levels and the absolute limit of the single planet is partly
resolved in the literature that the PBc builds on: limits to
sustainability are not carrying capacities to individual
resources, or ecosystems but thresholds to system dynam-
ics. Sustainable development seeks to produce those sys-
temdynamics inwhich societies can fulfill their needs and
reap necessary resources in a way that supports the envir-
onment’s ability to provide to these needs over time
(Brundtland commission 1987). There is only one Earth
for humanity (Boulding 1966, Ward and Dubos 1972),
and the Earth system is not self-regulating for human
well-being (see Lovelock 1979, Costanza 1991), especially
not when human impacts affect precisely those processes
that enabled human life to develop in the first place.
Therefore, sustainable development is not—and most
certainly not only—about limits, it is about the processes
and interactions that shape long termhuman survival and
well-being. Sustainable development isn’t the answer to
the question ‘Howmuch?’but to the question ‘How?’. This
is briefly explored in Odum (1989), who calls for an
‘about-face’ to focus on managing to improve system
inputs rather than maximizing system outputs. Breth-
erton, Rockström et al and Steffen et al argue that deter-
mining how or what societies should do is beyond the
remit of their disciplines (but see Rockström et al 2017,
Steffen et al 2018). Yet, establishing what not to do has
insufficient impact.
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What is sustainable andwhat kind of sustainability
dowewant?
The system identified as sustainable in the PBc is one
where Holocene-like Earth system dynamics prevail.
The assumption that Holocene-like dynamics are safe
is based on (a) the relative stability of theHolocene, (b)
the knowledge that societies did develop and thrive
during this epoch and (c) research pointing to the
Earth system dynamics produced by current trends as
being inhospitable for humanity (Richardson et al
2011, Steffen et al 2015, IPCC 2018). However, the PBc
only assumes that Holocene-like Earth system
dynamics are safe for all of humanity: how 8 billion
people and counting can all be safe in Holocene-like
dynamics, andmaintaining those dynamics in the long
run remains to be analyzed. In short, Holocene-like
Earth system dynamics is Rockström et al’s (2009a)
answer to the question ‘what is sustainable?’.

What constitutes sustainability—or the contexts
or system dynamics that one wishes to maintain—is a
normative choice. As stated in Clark and Munn
(1986): ‘If we accept the garden image as a useful one,
two questions arise: What kind of garden do we want?
What kind of garden can we get? The first of the questions
—‘What kind of garden do we want?’—ultimately calls
for an expression of values. The values on which we have
based this study—the kinds of garden we want—are sug-
gested in our choice of title: The Sustainable Develop-
ment of the Biosphere. The common sense meaning of
‘sustainable’ is a good first approximation of our inten-
ded meaning. We seek to distinguish gardening strategies
that can be sustained into the indefinite future from those
that, however successful in the short run, are likely to
leave our children bereft of nature’s support.´

The main message of the PBc is that current unsus-
tainable trends in the Earth’s social-ecological system
increase the risks of passing thresholds beyond which
these systems dramatically change structure and function.
These new structures and functions may not be suitable
for human life. More importantly: they may not be sui-
table to providing equal and sufficient quality of life to all.
With this point, we touch on the PBc’s Achilles’ tendon:
the SOS does not effectively address R* – i.e. the issue of
resource distribution for all of humanity. R* is better
represented in the social foundations of Doughnut eco-
nomics (Raworth 2017), where equity, equality, justice
and the distribution of resources to all feature as necessary
complements to environmental limits. These social foun-
dations however remain void of context, expressed at a
global level, andare thusdifficult to implement.

An issue that remains to be resolved is thus in first
focusing on the ‘we’ at sub-global levels, rephrasing
Clark and Munn (1986)’s question to: what gardens
does who want? To subsequently address the question
of global sustainable development: how can the diverse
and evolving understandings of sustainability be com-
bined to achieve sustainable development for all? The
combinations and compatibility of diverse and differ-
ent perspectives of sustainability face many political

and ethical challenges, and these are fields of research
and knowledge that are absent from the PBc’s geneal-
ogy. Indeed, even topics of equality and equity
are hardly addressed in the genealogy (but see
Majone 1986) and not in the PBc (Steffen et al 2015). It
is important to recognize that the scientific genealogy
that the PBc rests upon is deeply intertwined at its dee-
pest roots: the authors of the work in the genealogy are
part of a same school of thought, co-authors in each
other’s articles and books. Amajority of the authors in
this genealogy are male, from Europe and North
America. This review—highlighting a stagnation in
innovation since the 1980s—illustrates that little more
progress can bemade in understanding or guiding sus-
tainable development without properly integrating the
normative questions of resource and opportunity dis-
tribution. Addressing these questions appropriately
must be done from a larger variety and diversity of per-
spectives than has shaped the PBc’s genealogy.

The stories
Much of the literature presented here has been part of
and influenced high level political fora, yet despite
such high visibility the message has failed to yield
sufficient response,much like Cassandra’s dilemma.

One possible reason why scientific forecasts are
seemingly ignored, could be—as outlined above—that
they are not tackling the questions that can be acted
upon: understanding what is sustainable (rather than
what is not) for a diversity of people, not just human-
ity, and how sustainability can be achieved.

A related issue lies in identifying humanneeds. Earth
system sciences focus on needs for food, water and
(clean) air.Multiple Earth systemprocesses contribute to
providing these resources, and human development
ought not to compromise those supporting services.
However, the direct quest to meet these needs is not the
only nor the root cause of environmental degradation,
but rather the social systems that have been designed
around the provision of these environmental services:
economic systems’ unbounded growth, farming sys-
tems’ pesticides, technological systems’ waste for exam-
ple. It is in the first place how basic needs are met that is
unsustainable. Humanity’s development comes with
many complex and evolving needs. These needs are con-
text specific, where contexts include past dynamics (e.g.
the need for justice), local conditions, and external dri-
vers (e.g.market prices for resources).

In addition, all needs have never been met by
everyone: famine and the effects of drought have exis-
ted throughout the Holocene, as have poverty and
conflict. Development during the Holocene was not
sustainable, hence reaching a SOS is not simply
returning to Holocene-like dynamics, rather it is (re-)
creating Holocene-like dynamics with transformed
social-ecological system interactions and processes.

Finally, unsustainability is often framed as a pro-
blem of the future, that might be solved by
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technologies and knowledge of the future. None-
theless, the processes that need to be transformed—of
unsustainable extraction, waste production and of
inequitable distribution of resources, power and
opportunities–are problems of today. Silent spring
(Carson 1962) and the hole in the ozone layer led to
concrete actions (Creech 2012). Both of these descri-
bed immediate existing problems. The risks and con-
sequences of overshooting planetary boundaries are
serious and would likely lead to a no-return: to engage
change for sustainable development, we need to focus
on why unsustainable development is a serious issue
today.

We highlight above that part of the problem in
effectively conveying the message of limits to sustain-
ability, is that these limits are easily relativized and
stripped of their contexts, and that baselines for what
needs to be sustained also shift. Furthermore, the glo-
bal perspective, in which all of humanity would theo-
retically be safe under Holocene-like dynamics,
possibly only reflects a form of retrogressive develop-
ment, in which few people see an improvement to
their well-being and livelihoods. Issues of equality and
fairness that are fundamental to sustainable develop-
ment are absent in a single, global humanity: scaling
and determining operating spaces that are safe and just
to appropriate contexts is essential.

Sustainability is not about warning of what not to
do, rather it lies in determining what to do, and sustain-
able development addresses how to do it: understanding
the dynamics of systems and flows. Extractive, con-
sumptive and production systems ought to be designed
to support an economy based on re-generation, not
(quantitative) growth (Raworth 2017). Technology
ought to be designed to support and maintain flows of
matter, for instance by minimizing, re-using, or prop-
erly treating waste and thus slowing waste accumula-
tion, not maximize extraction. Circular economic
models that redesign today’s dominant linear growth
economic models have evolved in parallel to the devel-
opment of the science behind PBc, and they are also lar-
gely inspired by Boulding’s Spaceship Earth (Maître-
Ekern 2018). Suchmodels, based on reducing rawmat-
erial inputs andwaste and pollution, are essentially sup-
portive of an economy that reduces society’s pressure
on planetary boundaries. Yet circular economicmodels
do not explicitly address sustainable levels of impacts.
Importantly, implementing these transformations in
the design of sustainable social-economico-technical
systems needs to account for social justice, distribution
and inequalities (Odum 1989, Leach et al 2010,
Raworth 2017).

Conclusions

As early as the 1960s (Carson 1962, Unesco 1968), and
as late as the 1980s (Clark and Munn 1986, NASA
Advisory Council 1986, United Nations 1987), all the

messages of: (a) irreversible damage of humanity’s life
support systems (at all scales) caused by human
activities, (b) the need for integrated interdisciplinary
research to understand and achieve sustainable devel-
opment and (c) the crucial issues of equality and
distribution for sustainability were well established in
policy and scientific arenas. In this sense, the PBc rests
on solid foundations. However, in this same sense,
PBc does not appear to bring novel perspectives and
solutions to the table. Scientific advances have allowed
to decrease granularity and add some degrees of
precision as to how unsustainable environmental
degradation is and the risks posed by this degradation.
However, by still not addressing the diverse and
dynamic sources of social drivers and impacts on
sustainability, PBc risks facing Cassandra’s dilemma.

Defining and securing sustainable futures for all,
across scales and reframing the narrative of sustainable
development away from Cassandra’s dilemma will
require not only solid scientific foundations. It will
also require broad foundations that are representative
of the diversity of perspectives that shape and are
shaped by (sustainable) development. It will require
diverse and innovative perspectives, and one might
argue that the first step in innovation is a step beyond
the narrow box of perspectives so far included. Fields
of ethics and humanities are mostly absent in the PBc,
but are essential to tackling the challenges of deter-
mining sustainability across scales of space and time.

Understanding how social-ecological initiatives
and processes combine and co-evolve to influence sus-
tainable development ought to be within the mandate
of scientific research: there is no evidence to suggest
that scientists have been cursed in the same way as
Cassandra, knowledge acquired through scientific
research can and ought to bemade useful to and usable
by societies by both scientists and policymakers.
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